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ABSTRACT

It is known that the composite YM K-t;aui;e theory can

be constructed from a-flelds taking values in a sym-

metric Riemannian space — . We extend such a frame-

h

work to graded o-fields taking values in supercosets.

We show that from supereoset a-fields one can con-

struct composite gravity, and from supercoset a-

1 superfields the composite- supergravity models.

1, The composite gauge potentials describing the internal symmetry group

H were constructed from the a-fields which take values in larger internal

symmetry group G O H 1)'2'. Usually one assumes that (H,K = ~) is the

Riemannian symmetric pair, i.e. the algebra g = h © It is Zg-

graded. The composite H-connections A. are defined by the following

Cartan one-form;

dK = A + E = U)

Using Cartan-Maurer equation for G one gets the formula for composite

B-curvature

F = U - | A * A = J E ^ E • (2)

If we observe that A = A^ dxV and F = F^ a / A dx" one can conclude-

that

£ a-fields composite YM H-gauge
theory

(A)

-1-

The known examples of such a construction are the composite U(n)

potentials obtained from l j ( n " ( " ^ j n , ) o-fields 3 ) " 5 > , sp(l) « SU{3)

composite gauge fields in HP(n) a-raodels °>'T\ or eo(8) gauge fields

constructed from ^Trhrr o-fields describing scalar sector of N = 8

supergravity

2. Such a scheme can be supersymmetrized in three ways . The first

already known way is obtained by supersymmetric extension of the space-

time co-ordinates, i.e. by the replacement of o-fields by a-superfields.

In such a formulation the composite gauge superfields are defined

again by the formula (l), but the differentials dK and one-forms A

are expanded in even and odd differentials. For D = k "flat" Salam- •

Strathdee superfields one can write

d8 (3)

where A = G, A , = and

_i_ _ I IT — • I f w e o^erve that de" = - £ d9 iu d9 then i i Sv. -5- . If ve observe that ie r

formulae for field strength components (3) look as follows:

F = D A - 3 A - [A ,k ]

(5a)

(5b)

(5c)

where

Because the coset

gets

structure implies F = 0 , using (2) and (5a), one

A = -W )
(7)



Substituting (j) in (5b) one obtains the composite field strength

superfield F (x,6) which provides the composite E3YM Yang-Hills

action (see,e.g. Ref.10"). The formulation of D = if composite LJSY.M

theory has been proposed independently in Refs.ll ar.d 12. The relation

(A) is generalized as follows:

— o-superfields
H

composite SSYM H-gauge theory (3)

3. In order to describe the composite D = It gravity w e should con-

struct the composite vierbein e which transforms in tangent space

as a four-vector under local SL(2,C) spin group and is a world vector

under general co-ordinate transformations. Such a composite vierbein

we obtain from the Cartan one-form on the supereoset

K = SL(2,C) SL(2,C)

which we parametrize as follows (see also Refs.13-16);

K* = exp Va(x) P exp 0™(x)' Q
a. C(

(8)

whereere
- Va describes local space-time co-ordinates,

- i|ja describes the spinor Goldstones.

The composite SL(2,C) connections u and composite vierbein e

defined in a very analogous way to (l)

M

are

(9)

where M are Lorenta generators. The Cartan structure equations
ab

T = dE - Cl A E (10)

provide after inserting £1 and E from (9) the formulae for composite

SL(2,C) curvature and torsion. The gravity described \>y any action

which is the function of vierbeins, SL(2,C) curvature and torsion is

made composite by inserting respective composite formulae for e^ , R

and T (see Hef.1T)-

-3-

In general the supergroup QSp(l;l+) can be replaced by a larger one

£. 0 = GSp(l»;N})- We iiave therefore the relation

— •£ . o-field;; — • > composite gravity With
13 ^'J' fermionic fundamental fields

U. The composite K = 1 D = It aupergravity io obtained by inserting the

composite achtbein superfields E into the well-known supergravity

action formula

It U
d x d 9 (11)

The composite supervierbeins are obtained as functions of Goldstone

superfields by considering the Cartan one-form on the supercoset

K = ~SL(2,C) SL(2,C) Osp(l;li

parametrized as follows:

K = exp(V (x,8) P exp (12)

where (V ,n ) parametrize the local superspace co-ordinates, i
G

describe Goldstone superfields living in the supercoset S = ost>(l-U) '

The Cartan one-form

_1
K dK (13)

defines the composite achtbein superfields EC (A = (a,a), B

through the expansion into the covariant differentials d6 , e

For the choice G = 0Sp(2;M the composite achtbeins and composite

supergravity have been introduced in Ref.1T-



CURRKBT

In order to obtain composite supergravity it is necessary to consider

supercoset a-superfields as fundamental ones, i.e.

(D)

The composite gravity and composite supergrn,vity satisfy the torsion

constraints modified in comparison with "elementary" gravity and super-

gravity models. We expect that torsion constraints describe only the

effective theory valid at sufficiently large distances. For the support

of this conjecture we mention that in "non-geometric" composite gravity
18)

of Aiaati and Veneziano the non-vanishing torsion can be neglected

in the sufficiently low energy region.
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